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SuSpenSe – everything your ShoeS need

NATURE page 10-15 home page 20-23

Ladies    Men    Laser engravement possible    Imprint possible 

The right measure of suspense gives form, too little of 
it generates crinkles – this goes for shoes as well as for 
people. Welcome to “Suspense for Shoes” in our new pro-
duct catalogue. And talking about suspense: nico presents 
itself in a new outfit with a relaunched logo and a radically 
realigned communication concept.

Why? Because changes in society are suspenseful for 
shoes and their owners. People today own as many shoes 
as opportunities. Men have one pair of shoes for all 
occasions, two for changing challenges, three pairs for 
intermediate use while women own at least four pairs with 
high heels. And all that from low priced to very expensive. 

This is without doubt a very suspenseful basis for selling 
shoes – and for the use of shoe trees. They provide great 
appearance and grooming from within for all occasions. 
They adjust to the shoes and to the life environments of 
modern consumers.

For these reasons we have bid farewell to gridlocked ideas. 
From now on, we will focus on the changing world of your 
target group. We present to you shoe trees, shapers, boot 
shapers and accessories all around the shoe. From now 
on, nico’s motto is “Suspense for shoes” in the life envi-
ronments Trend, Nature, Mobile and Home.

mobil page 16-19Trend page 04-09
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Whether for entrants, social climbers, hobby dancers or 
managers of a small family business: Shoe trees, 
shapers, boot shapers of the life environment Trend are 
available in 11 different models for fashionable foot-
wear of every shade. In ordinary of suspense: Our 
ErgoGrip or the spiral spring. They are supplementd by 
new boot shapers with SensomaticTM mechanism for 
boots and half-boots.

There’s a shoetree for every shoe. If you demand a 
great deal of fitting and looks, you don’t own just the 
one. Each pair of shoes need the right shoetree. Whe-

individual Contour

TREND

ther with or without heel part, with bootleg, extrovert 
pointed shape or introvert rounded shape – all are kept 
in the right suspense with ErgoGrip or spiral spring. Just 
the way people expect it to be if they invest part of 
their budget in fashionable footwear.

CONTOUR products are CFC-free, exquisitely processed 
and thanks to the flexible characteristics of the applied 
PUR-foam core they snuggle to your shoe right to the 
tip. Viscose flock provides extremely good footing within 
the shoe.

antibacterial    Washable    CFC-free
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Contour For men

Contour Asymmetrical
with spiral spring 

Contour Asymmetrical
with Ergo-handle

functions

Contour Comfort Contour Ultrasquare Contour Superround Contour RoundContour Pumps Contour Trotteurs Contour PointedContour Superpointed

Contour For ladieS

Contour Supersquare

known as

eXQuiSit

nico has been officially 
supporter of the German 
olympic team since 1992.

color shape contour
(with  
Ergo-handle)

contour flex 
(mit spiral 
spring)

  Pumps 9-540100 9-540152

Trotteurs 9-540200 9-540253

Comfort 9-540500 9-540552

Superpointed 9-540600 9-540652

Pointed 9-540700 9-540753

Supersquare 9-550000 9-550052

Ultrasquare 9-550300 9-550352

Square 9-550100 9-550152

Superround 9-550200 9-550252

Round 9-540800 9-540852

contour Men

  
Asymmetrical 9-540900 9-540952

article nuMbers

BU: 25 pairs
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with hanger, without mechanics 
Colour: Black
Packaging: Carrier bag
BU: 12 pairs/carton
forMer short for boots 
up to 28 cm shafts  art. 9-410284
forMer long for all
long-shaft boots  art. 9-410484
forMer 16 cm
for short-boots  art. 9-410184

Former

Boot ShaperS
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Former pro jet

 
Plastic bootshaper with hangar and 
mechanics
Colour: transluzent frosted 
Packaging: Carrier bag
BU: 12 pairs/carton
airquick-sensoMatic® 
Sz. I Length 24 cm 
up to 28 cm shaftlenth
 art. 9-570001
airquick-sensoMatic® 
Sz. II Length 32 cm 
up to 36 cm shaftlenth
 art. 9-570002
airquick-sensoMatic® 
Sz. III Length 37 cm 
up to 37 cm shaftlenth
 art. 9-570003
eXtra Wide leG 
Sz. IV Length 32 cm art. 9-570005
Sz. V Length 37 cm art. 9-570006

Former pro airQuiCk

Plastic bootshaper with hangar and 
mechanics
Colour: Black
Packaging: Carrier bag
BU: 12 pairs/carton
jet-sensoMatic® 
Sz. I Length 24 cm 
up to 28 cm shaftlenth art. 9-560001
jet-sensoMatic® 
Sz. II Length 32 cm
up to 36 cm shaftlenth art. 9-560002
jet-sensoMatic® 
Sz. III Length 37 cm 
up to 37 cm shaftlenth art. 9-560003
eXtra Wide leG 
Sz. IV Length 32 cm art. 9-560005
Sz. V Length 37 cm art. 9-560006

the sensoMatictM MechanisM is coMpletely  
Manufactured froM hiGh-quality plastics

·  This connection method is manufactured from high-
quality plastics and adjusts ideally to each bootleg 
shape. 

·  The SensomaticTM mechanism adjusts the boot sha-
per to a predefined tension. It is permanently held 
inside the bootleg. If you remove the boot shaper, 
the boot can relax to its original form.

·  The boot-shaped handle-piece upgrades the visual 
appearance and gives the opportunity for hanging 
storage of your boots. 

·  Gebrauchsmuster   (201 00 580.8)
·  EU-Geschmacksmuster  (000 88 35 17)
·  Markenrecht    (300 89 506.2/21)



The classic among the shoetrees: Whether shoetrees 
made of beech wood with four different front parts 
including spiral spring and as a last. Or made from cedar 
wood in many models with spiral spring as well as last 
with fixed heel part. The highlight: The split front part of 
the last CEdAR Excellent, CEdAR Elegance and CEdAR 
Premium is adjustable in breadth.

due to their elegant moulding the shoetree and last from 
wood come closest to the original shape of the shoe and 
therefore of the human foot. With its fixed heel part, the 
last fills the shoe perfectly, absorbs moisture from the 
leather into the wood and dries the footwear quickly and 

Shapely eleganCe

NATURE

reliably. The smoothness of the upper leather is impec-
cably preserved. CEdAR shoetrees emit the scent of cedar 
wood. They are suited for every occasion and are made for 
every shoe. Shoetree and lasts may work at their best if 
allowed to remain for 24 hours within the shoe.

Whether you wear fashionably elegant footwear or casual 
sporty shoes or cosmopolitan footwear – shoetrees of our 
life environment Nature maintain their own value and that 
of your shoes. Your shoes will thank you for it my keeping 
their shape and longevity. If you love high-quality shoes 
and love to wear them, you should indulge every single 
pair with our classic made of wood.

untreated    Quick-drying    smoothing
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cedar FLEX uniVersal 
known as HAWdE CEdAR 
double sizes from 36/37 to 46/48
in vending carton art. 9-52120

functions 

cedar FLEX pointed
known as LAdY CEdAR SPITZ
with spiral spring, clipped
Sz. 1 = 35 to 38 art. 9-521801
Sz. 2 = 39 to 42 art. 9-521802

cedar FLEX square
known as LAdY CEdAR KARRÉE
with spiral spring, clipped
Sz. 1 = 35 to 38 art. 9-521901
Sz. 2 = 39 to 42 art. 9-521902

our shoe trees are manufactu-
red from untreated cedar wood. 
the quick-growing red cedar 
is cut in america exclusively 
as thinning material. it is eco-

logically absolutely unobjectio-
nable. its essential oils provide a 

pleasant natural scent and the wood 
absorbs moisture optimally. thus, the 
leather is dried and smoothed. the 
shoe gets groomed from within.

Cedar FleX

uniVersal
double sizes from 36/37 to 51/52
without carton, clipped art. 9-5140
in vending carton  art. 9-5141

square
double sizes from 36/37 to 49/50
without carton, clipped  art. 9-51403
in vending carton  art. 9-51480

coMfort  
double sizes from 36/37 to 49/50 
without carton, clipped art. 9-51320 
in vending carton art. 9-51330

pointed
double sizes from 36/37 to 46/48
without carton, clipped  art. 9-51412
in vending carton  art. 9-51490

functions 

ClaSSiC FleX
known as HAWEdE

BU: 25 Paar

ClaSSiC individual
known as Primus PRO

double sizes from 36/37 to 49/50
in vending carton  art. 9-51340

functions 
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Pointed
(slim form)

Comfort
(nature form)

Square
(square form)
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cedar preMiuM 
known as LORd CEdAR
Red-Cedar ledge, split vorepart, full 
backpart, double sizes, in vending 
carton, BU: 25 pairs
Sz. 40/41 to 46/48 art. 9-52250

functions 

cedar pure 
known as dALLAS CEdAR 
Red-Cedar ledge, closed vorepart, 
full backpart, double sizes for ladies 
and gentlemen, in vending carton,  
BU: 25 pairs
Sz. 36/37 to 46/48 art. 9-52110

cedar eleGance 
known as NEW YORK CEdAR
in vending carton, BU: 25 pairs
Sz. 36/37 to 46/48  art. 9-52100

functions 

cedar eXcellent
known as dIPLOMAT CEdAR
Red-Cedar ledge, split vorepart, full 
backpart, in vending carton,  
BU: 25 pairs
Sz. 38 to 48 art. 9-5213

functions 

cedar indiVidual
known as PRIMUS PRO CEdAR
Screw ledges, in vending carton,
BU: 25 pairs, double sizes 
Sz. 36/37 to 49/50 art. 9-52240

functions 

functions 
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The favoured material in our life environment MOBIL is 
high-quality, low-maintenance plastic. Shoetrees with 
our caoved spiral spring for business salespeople, 
cosmopolitans and other people on the go – in 6 
different models and suitable for all sizes.

Also mobile: shoe shapers with our clever ErgoGrip. 
Perfectly suited for the world of straps, laces and 
summer shoes without heels – inclusive three varieties 
for the front part. All our shoe trees are suitable for 
especially soft upper leather as well as textile materials.

Free to move

MOBILe

Mobility and speed mark our exciting times today. If you 
always wear the appropriate shoes at the right time, you 
like your shoes to have an uncreased surface. Anti-
ageing is not only trendy for shoes. The small pack size 
renders shoetrees and shapers of the life environment 
MOBIL even more attractive.
And what about relaxation? Beautifully in shape. 
Nothing keeps fashionable footwear in a cramped 
suitcase in better shape and supplies high heels, 
slippers or classic footwear for your evening date faster 
in a smooth and shapely state than suspenseful acces-
sories for shoes by nico from our life environment 
MOBIL.

light    Flexible    Space-saving
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GIG´S is our reaction to the shapes of the new shoe-
fashion. From beginning on, there is an inner shoecare 
available, that fits. BU: 25 pairs/carton

Mobil fleX for Ladies

Size 2 = 35 bis 38 3 = 39 bis 42

Pointed 9-321202 9-321203

Pumps 9-322202 9-322203

Trotteurs 9-322602 9-322603

Comfort 9-322702 9-322703

functions 

Mobil fleX for Men

Size 4 = 39 - 41 5 = 42 - 43 6 = 44 - 46 7 = 47 - 49

Universal 9-332304 9-332305 9-332306 9-332307

Comfort 9-332404 9-332405 9-332406 9-332407

H5 - superpointed Universal size 9-310500

H10 - pointed Universal size 9-311000

H32 - round Universal size 9-313200

functions 
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moBil gig‘S

moBil FleX 
known as Bicolor and Royal-R

shoeshine case 
black, filled art. 9-518500

quick-step 
Shoe chains for shoes, 
Universal size 
in box, no tray art. 9-505200 
10 pairs in tray art. 9-505210 
30 pairs in tray art. 9-505230

nico-spikes 
for shoes,  art. 9-51550 
4 sizes available
S = 34 – 37 
M = 38 – 40 
L = 41 – 44 
XL = 45 – 48 

foldable shoehorn 
 art. 9-632300

BU: 25 pairs
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shoeshine boX 
made from Red Cedar wood,
without content, (LxWxH)
26 x 18 x 21 cm
 art. 9-519300 

shoeshine boX 
made from Beechwood,  
filled with high-quality shoeshine 
products and brushes made from 
horeshair, (LxWxH)  
27,5 x 21,5 x 17 cm
 art. 9-519809

desiGn shoehorn 
Shoehorn with spiral spring and woo-
den shaft, ca. 70 cm, with stand
 art. 9-638000

home

From classic to exclusive shoehorns, shoe grooming 
boxes from beech wood incl. shoe care products, boot-
jacks, odour dispenser like our bag of cedar shavings 
and other accessories around the shoe – this is our 
environment HOME.

attraCtively groomed
desiGn shoehorns 
Length ca. 70 cm
with present carton

Football  art. 9-200600
Penguin  art. 9-636100 
Sea Horse  art. 9-636200
Gearbox knob  art. 9-635600
Golf ball  art. 9-634800
Horse  art. 9-634600
Knob  art. 9-634500
Golf club  art. 9-634400
duck  art. 9-634300
dog art. 9-636300

desiGn shoehorn 
Gold-shoehorns, ca. 57 cm, wooden 
shaft, 4 per set: dolphin, duck, dog, 
Cat 
 art. 9-666600

new in 

SeptemBer 2008!
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52 cm, with hook 
art. 9-630500

45 cm, with eyelet and leatheretted handle 
art. 9-631300

16 cm, without hook 
art. 9-631100

15 cm, with hook 
art. 9-630100

Foldable shoehorn
art. 9-632300

42 cm, with hook 
art. 9-630400

65 cm, with spiral spring 
and wooden handle 
art. 9-634700

70 cm, with hook 
art. 9-637700

desiGn shoehorn „koala“ 
Length ca. 22 cm,  
colours upon request, 
with integrated permanent-magnet  
art. 9-6360

Modern Hand, ca. 56 cm 
art. 9-633900

Wooden knob, ca. 51 cm
art. 9-633100

Hand, ca. 56 cm 
art. 9-632200

Ring, ca. 58 cm 
art. 9-632800

Hornhandle, ca. 58 cm 
art. 9-633300

metal deSign ShoehornS

12 per set assorted
art. 9-668800

air freshener 
Air freshener und moth protection
made from Aromatic Red Cedar wood
2 per set art. 9-521060

Wooden shoe stretcher 
Streches the shoe at all pressure 
areas to avoid pressure marks. For 
Ladies and Men. Various fitting pie-
ces are included. art. 9-51470

boot jack  
Universal art.9-511100

shoe stretcher ladies
Size 01 = S 34 to 36 
Size 02 = M 37 to 39 
Size 03 = L 40 to 42 
in vending carton

shoe stretcher Men
Size 04 = S 38 to 40 
Size 05 = M 41 to 43 
Size 06 = L 44 to 46 
in vending carton

cloathhanGer 
2 per set 
with crosspiece (2-er Set) art. 9-521500
without crosspiece (2-er Set) art. 9-521600

22 home  – in Step With Style  – in Step With Style home 23
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ClaSSiC FleX – Wooden shoetrees

Ladies  puMps  trotteurs  coMfort  superpointed

contour
Exquisit  
with Ergo-handle

9-540100 9-540200 9-540500 9-540600

contour FLEX 
Exquisit  
with spiral spring

9-540152 9-540253 9-540552 9-540652

 pointed  supersquare  ultrasquare  square  superround  round  Men uniVersal

9-540700 9-550000 9-550300 9-550100 9-550200 9-540800 9-540900

9-540753 9-550052 9-550352 9-550152 9-550252 9-540852 9-540952

Contour – foamplastic shoetrees

classic FLEX uniVersal 
Hawede Lady Universal

sz. 1 
36 - 37

sz. 2 
38 - 39

sz. 3 
40 - 41

sz. 10 
42 - 43

classic FLEX uniVersal 
Hawede Man Universal

sz. 4 
40 - 41

sz. 5 
42 - 43

sz. 6 
44 - 45

sz. 7 
46 - 48

sz. 8 
49 - 50

sz. 9 
51 - 52

classic FLEX  
karrée / coMfort / spitz  
Hawede Lady 
square / natural shape / slim shape

sz. 1 
36 - 37

sz. 2 
38 - 39

sz. 3 
40 - 41

classic FLEX 
karrée / coMfort / spitz 
Hawede Man Sonderformen
square / natural shape / slim shape

sz. 4 
40 - 41

sz. 5 
42 - 43

sz. 6 
44 - 45

sz. 7 
46 - 48

sz. 8 
49 - 50

Mobil FLEX 
spitz / puMps /  
trotteurs / coMfort  
Lady Pro
superslim / elegant slim /  
normal slim / comfort

sz. 2 
35 - 38

sz. 3 
39 - 42

Mobil FLEX 
uniVersal / coMfort 
Master Pro
oval slim / oval broad 

sz. 4 
39 - 41

sz. 5 
42 - 43

sz. 6 
44 - 46

sz. 7 
47 - 49     

moBil FleX – plastic shoehorns known as bicolor and royal-r

ClaSSiC individual – Wooden shoetrees

classic indiVidual
Primus Pro Buche

sz. 1 
36 - 37

sz. 2 
38 - 39

sz. 3 
40 - 41

classic indiVidual
Primus Pro Buche

sz. 4 
40 - 41

sz. 5 
42 - 43

sz. 6 
44 - 45

sz. 7 
46 - 48

sz. 8 
49 - 50

sz. 9 
51 - 52

cedar FLEX spitz
Lady Cedar pointed

sz. 1 
35 - 38

sz. 2 
39 - 42

cedar FLEX karée
Lady Cedar square

sz. 1 
35 - 38

sz. 2 
39 - 42

cedar FLEX uniVersal 
Hawede Cedar universal

sz. 1 
36 - 37

sz. 2 
38 - 39

sz. 3 
40 - 41

cedar FLEX uniVersal
Hawede Cedar universal

sz. 4 
40 - 41

sz. 5 
42 - 43

sz. 6 
44 - 45

sz. 7 
46 - 48

sz. 8 
49 - 50

Cedar FleX – shoetrees made from aromatic red cedar wood   

Cedar – exclusivity products

cedar indiVidual  
Primus Pro Cedar

sz. 1 
36 - 37

sz. 2 
38 - 39

sz. 3 
40 - 41

cedar pure 
dallas Cedar

sz. 1 
36 - 37

sz. 2 
38 - 39

sz. 3 
40 - 41

eleGance lady  
New York Cedar

sz. 1 
36 - 37

sz. 2 
38 - 39

sz. 3 
40 - 41

cedar indiVidual  
Primus Pro Cedar

sz. 4 
40 - 41

sz. 5 
42 - 43

sz. 6 
44 - 45

sz. 7 
46 - 48

sz. 8 
49 - 50

cedar preMiuM 
Lord Cedar

sz. 4 
40 - 41

sz. 5 
42 - 43

sz. 6 
44 - 45

sz. 7 
46 - 48

cedar pure  
dallas Cedar

sz. 4 
40 - 41

sz. 5 
42 - 43

sz. 6 
44 - 45

sz. 7 
46 - 48

eleGance Man  
New York Cedar

sz. 4 
40 - 41

sz. 5 
42 - 43

sz. 6 
44 - 45

sz. 7 
46 - 48

sz. 8 
49 - 50

cedar eXcellent  
diplomat Cedar

38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

WWW.nico-schuhspanner.de
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boot shoW 
Plastic bootshaper with simple handling
2 designs
26 cm black   art. 9-450020
34 cm black   art. 9-450021
26 cm transparent   art. 9-450030
34 cm transparent   art. 9-450031

a perSonal giFt

An example for floor displayFor your wholesale trade, your retail business, custo-
mers or creative individual customers laser engraving 
of our wooden products offers a formidable possibility 
of personalization. Laser engravings are even available 
for small numbers and has a higher quality appearance 
than labels or imprints. Bootjacks and decorative boot 
shapers will also appear at their best with your company 
imprint.

26 ServiCe  – in Step With Style  – in Step With Style ServiCe 27

ServiCe amongSt partnerS

new: art. 9-6309
also available in signal colours
signal yellow  9-630913
signal green  9-630914 
signal pink  9-630915 

laser enGraVeMent 
Personalization by means of a laser 
engraving offers a high-quality 
alternative to imprinting or printab-
le badges. Unlike imprinting, laser 
engraving can produce your label 
or logo directly onto all wooden 
products. With this method, your 
script nameplate is burned relief-like 
into the wood by means of a laser. 
Since laser engravings are the most 
flexible way of personalizing due to 
its technique it is worthwhile even 
for small numbers. We are delighted 
to offer you a personalization on 
single articles e.g. as a high-quality 
personal gift. 

iMprint 
All products can be imprinted with 
your requested customer logo or 
advertising slogan. One to four 
colour process is possible.

Name Without hook Without hook trial shoehorn

Length ca. 15 cm ca. 42 cm ca. 20 cm

Horn light 9-615309 9-631009 9-630309

Tortoise shell 9-615310 9-631010 ab 5.000

personalization  
Tampoprint

plaStiC ShoehornS

Name erGo pro erGo erGolino
Without 

hook
With hook With hook

Artikel 9-6335.. 9-6326.. 9-6315.. 9-6251.. 9-6309.. 9-6370..

Length ca. 35 cm ca. 19 cm ca. 15 cm ca. 25 cm ca. 42 cm ca. 70 cm

 Multicolor -00 9-633500 – 9-631500 – 9-630900 9-637000

 Yellow -01 9-633501 min. 5.000 9-6315 min. 5.000 9-630901 9-637001

 Red -02 9-633502 min. 5.000 9-631502 min. 5.000 9-630902 9-637002

 Blue -03 9-633503 min. 5.000 9-631503 min. 5.000 9-630903 9-637003

 Navy -04 9-633504 min. 5.000 9-631504 min. 5.000 9-630904 9-637004

 Black -07 9-633505 9-632607 9-631507 min. 5.000 9-630707 9-637007

 Nature -12 9-633506 9-632612 9-631512 min. 5.000 9-630912 9-637012

 White -08 min. 5.000 min. 5.000 9-631508 9-625108 9-630708 9-637008

 Special colour 9-633508 min. 5.000 min. 5.000 min. 5.000 min. 5.000 min. 5.000

personalization  
Tampoprint



SPANNENDES FÜR SCHUHE

BNS Bergal, nico & Solitaire  
Vertriebs GmbH

Rheinallee 96 
d- 55120 Mainz

Fon +49 (0) 61 31 - 9 64 04
Fax +49 (0) 61 31 - 9 64 25 15

info@bns-mainz.com
www.nico-schuhspanner.de
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